
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAM LIST

The following is a list of some of the significant issues responded to by Station KTFD-DT, Denver, Colorado along with  the

most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of October 1, 2015 through December 31, 2015. The listing is

by no means exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE PROGRAM SEGMENT DATE TIME DURATION NARRATION OF TYPE/ DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM SEGMENT 

HEALTH UniMás News Briefs 10/7/15 2:31 PM :30

Research published in recent years indicates that millions of people might have been better off had they stuck with 

consuming whole milk as opposed to low-fat milk.  Scientists who tallied diet and health records for several thousand 

patients over ten years found that contrary to the government advice, people who consumed more milk fat had lower 

incidence of health disease.  After all the decades of research, the key lesson on fats is two-fold.  Cutting saturated fat 

from diets and replacing them with unsaturated fats characteristic of fish, nuts, and vegetable oils might reduce heart 

disease risk.

HEALTH UniMás News Briefs 10/20/15 3:26 PM :30

The American Cancer Society is revising its advice on when women should start getting mammograms.  The updated 

guidelines recommend annual breast cancer screenings at age 45 and every other year starting at age 55.  The update 

also drops a recommendation for routine physical breast exams by doctors for women found to be of average risk.  

Doctors generally recommend more intensive screening for higher-risk women.

 

HEALTH UniMás News Briefs 10/26/15 1:25 PM :30

A research division of the World Health Organization announced that bacon and hot dogs and other processed meats 

and possibly red meat as well, causes cancer.  The findings were drafted by a panel of 22 international experts who 

reviewed decades of research on the link between red meat, processed meats and cancer.  The panel reviewed 

animal experiments, studies of human diet and health, and cell processes that could explain how red meat might cause 

cancer.   

ALSAC / St. Jude/ALSAC / St. 

Jude - Unimas
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 746 2:00

Information about St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital  Its mission is to find cures for children with cancer and other 

catastrophic diseases through research and treatment. St. Jude is the only pediatric cancer research center where 

families never pay for treatment not covered by insurance. No child is ever denied treatment because of the family’s 

inability to pay.

House Denver/STAND UP TO 

CANCER FOUNDATION
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 213 :30

Stand Up To Cancer’s (SU2C) mission is to raise funds to accelerate the pace of groundbreaking translational 

research that can get new therapies to patients quickly and save lives now. SU2C brings together the best and the 

brightest researchers and mandates collaboration among the cancer community. By galvanizing the entertainment 

industry, SU2C has set out to generate awareness, educate the public on cancer prevention and help more people 

diagnosed with cancer become long-term survivors.

Colorado Broadcasters 

Assoc/Dept. of Public Health
PSA Oct/Nov 4 :30

An announcement alerting people to the benefits of obtaining a flu vaccine to help prevent the flu virus particularly in 

the elderly and young children.

Sheridan Health 

Services/Sheridan Health 

Services

PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 257 :15

Sheridan Health Services is a 501(c)(3) nurse-managed clinic, centered on a patient-centered medical home 

philosophy. Providing a variety of services to encompass all of a patient's needs, we strive to provide complete care to 

individuals, with a focus on wellness and disease prevention. Services for medical, dental & mental health are provided 

on a sliding-fee scale and based on patients ability to pay.

House Denver/AMER. 

PARKINSON DISEASE
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 82 1:00

This month, APDA launched a new PSA, "Live with Optimism," nationwide. This exciting new initiative was developed 

to raise awareness and critical funds that will continue to Ease the Burden – Find the Cure for the 1 million people in 

the U.S. living with Parkinson's disease. 
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House Denver/AD COUNCIL-

AUTISM
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 105 1:00

Autism is one of the fastest-growing serious developmental disorder in the United States.*Today, one in 68 children is 

diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder, a nearly 30 percent increase in the last two years. Despite this high 

prevalence, research shows that many parents of young children have very little knowledge about autism and are not 

seeking help early enough. Which is why the Autism Awareness campaign public service advertisements, created by 

volunteer agencies BBDO New York and LatinWorks, take audiences through the perspective of a child into an 

imaginative world to illustrate the signs of autism. The PSAs encourage parents of young children to visit 

AutismSpeaks.org/Signs to learn the signs of autism early, because seeking help can lead to better lifelong outcomes. 

Colorado Broadcasters 

Assoc/Colorado Broadcasters 

Assoc

PSA Dec 149 :30
Notice that it's not too late to get a flu vaccine which is especially important for persons with weakened immune 

systems and the elderly and small children.

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 10/04/15 6:00 AM 23:51

Perspectiva Nacional this week is dedicated to a general review of the immigration issues that concern the Latino 

community.  Immigration lawyers Jose Pertierra and Luis Paoli analyzed how the immigration topic has been handled 

in the presidential campaigns.  Questions from viewers are also answered that explain the status of DACA and DAPA, 

the executive orders that seek to regularize the undocumented students and their parents.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 10/6/15 2:31 PM :30

The U.S. Customs and Border Protection issued new standards for handling immigrant detainees.  The 31-page 

document describes acceptable procedures for nearly 100 situations, and addresses the biggest pegs for recent 

controversy:  adequate feeding, tolerable air temperature and cleanliness in detention facilities.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 10/12/15 11:30 PM :30

The United States has given Mexico tens of millions of dollars for the fiscal year that ended September 30 to stop the 

migrants from reaching the United States border to claim asylum.  Beginning in July 2014, Mexico redirected 300 to 

600 immigration agents to its southernmost states, and conducted over 20,000 raids in 2014 on the freight trains 

migrants ride and bus stations, hotels and highways where migrants travel.  In the first seven months of fiscal 2015, 

Mexico apprehended more Central Americans than the United States.  

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 10/18/15 6:00 AM 8:00
We invited Congresswoman Loretta Sanchez (D-CA) and Congressman Luis Gutierrez (D-IL) to discuss the current 

status of the immigration reform.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 10/28/15 11:00 PM :30

In an attempt to reduce the number of abuses and complaints towards the immigrant community, Border Patrol began 

distributing to all of its agents copies of the new operating manual of standards of conduct.  Since the creation of the 

Bureau of Customs and Border Protection in 2003, complaints and allegations of abuse by agents against 

undocumented immigrants have increased.  Since then, lawyers ad pro-immigrant groups have sought to bring about 

changes to curb the problem.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 10/29/15 11:23 PM :30

Border Patrol released a new operating manual to reduce incidents of physical and mental abuse of immigrants and/or 

lethal force while at detention centers.  The border patrol explains how the new rules will be implemented when dealing 

with the more than 500,000 undocumented immigrants detained at the U.S. border.  This manual comes as a result of 

complaints by border detainees who speak about extremely cold cells, lax medication, food, and long hours in 

transports.  The new manual will be given to more than 23,000 agents along the Mexico/U.S. border.
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IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 11/10/15 2:25 PM :30

The Obama administration will ask the Supreme Court to save the President's plan to shield as many as 5 million 

undocumented immigrants living in the United States from deportation.  President Obama has issued executive orders 

to protect from deportation parents whose children are citizens or legal permanent residents, along with other 

immigrants who came to the country illegally as children.  Twenty-six states challenged the plan in court.  The 

administration argued that the executive branch was within its rights in deciding to defer deportation of selected groups 

of immigrants, including children who were brought to the U.S. illegally.

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 11/22/15 6:00 AM 9:00

A Court of Appeals ruled that the executive orders DAPA and the extension of DACA will continue frozen, agreeing 

with a Texas judge that declared them unconstitutional.  Our guests, Jack Martin, spokesman for FAIR, Reynaldo 

Benitez, advisor to the office of Senator Harry Reid (D-NV), and Jorge Lima from the Free Initiative gave us their 

perspective of how immigrants are affected by this decision.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 11/23/15 5:20 PM :30

Undocumented immigrants who live in the U.S. for more than one year live in fear of the law that specifies they are not 

to re-enter the U.S. for ten years.  Now, an imminent change to that law provides the undocumented residents the 

benefit of soliciting an early pardon waiver.  Once the pardon is issued, they are interviewed for resident status.  This 

can gradually benefit children of legal residents and parents of U.S. citizens.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 11/30/15 10:46 PM :30

The key requirements for the 66,000 H2B visas available each year are the applicant has to be requested, the job 

cannot displace other existing workers in the U.S., and the required worker does not have to have a title.  The visa is 

awarded every three years and can be renewed up to three times.  To make sure the visa is recycled, it is awarded a 

work contract ever six months or every year.  This visa is available to skilled gardeners, fishermen, hotel workers, 

animal trainers, athletes, artists, and is made available to citizens of 68 countries including Latin America.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 12/1/15 10:46 PM :30

The Supreme Court granted the states challenging President Obama's executive actions on immigration until 

December 29 to file briefs opposing the Supreme Court review.  Though the timeline is tight, the justices will decide by 

mid-January whether the case warrants review, oral arguments would then follow in April with an ultimate decision in 

late June.  

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 12/06/15 6:00 AM 8:00

Several human rights organizations visited Washington to denounce the abuses of Honduran victims being deported 

back to their country from the US.  Sister Lidia Souza, Secretary of pastoral immigration program in Honduras, and 

Mayra Alarcon from Organizing Project gave their testimonies.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 12/10/15 5:25 AM :30

Under a pilot program launched this week, authorities at the south border have started conducting facial and iris scans 

on foreigners entering the country as part of a congressional mandate aimed at cracking down on those who remain in 

the United States with expired visas.  Starting in February, the agency plans to also record their departure.  The pilot 

program relies on new technologies that recently have expanded the possibilities for biometrics, which uses physical 

characteristics to identify an individual.

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 12/13/15 6:00 AM 8:59
The Supreme Court granted an additional eight days to 26 states led by Texas, to provide the arguments for opposing 

the DACA and DAPA programs
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IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 12/24/15 10:41 PM :30

The Department of Homeland Security has begun preparing for a series of raids, although not given a final approval by 

DHS, that would target for deportation of hundreds of families who have come to the United States since the start of 

last year.  The nationwide campaign to be carried out by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents as 

soon as early January, would be the first large-scale effort to deport families who have fled violence in Central 

America.  The ICE operation would target only adults and children who have already been ordered removed from the 

United States by an immigration judge.  The proposed deportations have been controversial inside President Obama's 

administration.  This has been prompted because of a new spike in the number of undocumented immigrants in recent 

months.

IMMIGRATION UniMás News Briefs 12/25/15 6:28 PM :30

The Department of Homeland Security said the plans to conduct a series of raids, which have not been finalized, are 

consistent with new deportation priorities announced last year.  Now federal immigration officials are focusing their 

deportation efforts on criminal immigrants and those who had recently crossed the border illegally.  

IMMIGRATION Perspectiva Nacional 12/27/15 6:00 AM 5:59

We spoke with Executive Director of CARECEN, Abel Nunez and Keny Lopez, El Salvador General Council in 

Washington and warn us of the risk of a new humanitarian crisis involving the migrant children who entered the United 

States unaccompanied by an adult in October and November.  The more than 10,500 migrant children have become a 

new concern for health authorities.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION
UniMás News Briefs 10/13/15 11:26 PM :30

Hillary Clinton, Bernie Sanders and three other Democratic front runners in the 2016 Presidential Election explained 

their positions in topics such as the economy, foreign policy and all agreed on the need for an immigration reform.  

They also took up the theme of allowing health insurance coverage to children of undocumented immigrants as well as 

opportunities to go to college without paying more for tuition.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION
UniMás News Briefs 10/15/15 11:26 PM :30

Hillary Clinton participated in a question and answer session before the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce.  She said if 

she becomes President, she will begin working on an immigration reform to help 11 million undocumented immigrants 

come out of the shadows.  After the event, she spoke about how she cares about families and that she fights for 

opportunities for young immigrants.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION
Perspectiva Nacional 10/18/15 6:00 AM 9:00

We invited Democratic analysts, Melissa Diaz and Jose Parra to discuss what to expect from the first Democratic 

debate taking place in Las Vegas.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION
Perspectiva Nacional 10/25/15 6:00 AM 16:58

The first Democratic debate allowed the country to make a firs assessment of Hillary Clinton, Bernie Sanders and the 

other three candidates for the nomination for the presidency.  Democratic analyst, Lorena Chambers and Republican 

strategist Carlos Mercader, shared their views on what was learned from the debate and also discuss what is 

happening within the Republican party.  The Republican Party, the most conservative wing is openly fighting the 

moderate members of the party.

2016 PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION
Perspectiva Nacional 11/01/15 6:00 AM 17:01

A few days before the third debate between Republican presidential candidates, Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders 

still appear as favorites in the polls.  Republican strategist Rocio Velez, and Democrat Jose Parra, analyze the 

Republican Party.  These analysts also explained the meaning and consequences of Vice President Joe Biden's 

announcement not to run as candidate for the presidency, as well as his message about the legacy of Obama and the 

need to free college education.
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2016 PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION
Perspectiva Nacional 11/08/15 6:00 AM 9:00

Republican analyst Israel Ortega and Democratic analyst Jennifer Molina gave us their opinion on the last Republican 

debate held in Colorado.  It was an important opportunity for several candidates like Jeb Bush and Marco Rubio to 

demonstrate their strengths in order to improve in the polls.  

2016 PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION
Perspectiva Nacional 12/27/15 6:00 AM 17:02

Cato Institute political analyst Juan Carlos Hidalgo and InfoAmericas Executive Director, Patricio Zamorano share their 

insights on the political campaigns in 2015 and compare scenarios for 2016.  We also discuss the importance that 

social networks play in the campaigns today and the differences between this electoral process and others in the past.

GOVERNMENT UniMás News Briefs 10/3/15 10:48 PM :30

A study conducted by the PEW Center reveals that in the past 50 years the number of immigrants and descendants of 

immigrants has increased dramatically in the U.S.  Since the approval of the naturalization law in 1965, 59 million 

immigrants have entered the U.S.  The number is projected to increase from 45 million to 78 million in the year 2065.  

Currently, 47 percent of the U.S. immigrant population is Hispanic, but by the year 2065 that percentage is expected to 

drop to 31 percent.

GOVERNMENT UniMás News Briefs 10/16/15 11:30PM :30

E-Verify in Spanish is an service to help employers verify work authorization for new hires.  It is optional and is free of 

charge, fast and safe.  It was developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and by the Social Security 

Administration.  It will now become a system that will aid in ascertaining the eligibility of a person that wishes to be 

employed in the United States, citizen or non-citizen.

GOVERNMENT UniMás News Briefs 10/19/15 4:34 AM :30

The Federal government is establishing new ground rules for people to register their remote-controlled drones.  Those 

drones are increasingly causing problems such by flying into restricted areas such as sporting events, disturbing aerial 

tankers busy fighting wildfires, and even getting close to commercial airline flights. Details of this new registration 

system will be developed by a task force consisting of government leaders and diverse groups of stakeholders who will 

work on a tight deadline to get this work done.  The FAA is developing technology that can identify drone operators 

and force them to land.

GOVERNMENT Perspectiva Nacional 11/08/15 6:00 AM 8:00

The appointment of Paul Ryan as Speaker of the House of Representatives poses the question of how he will achieve 

the bipartisanship needed to unlock the political environment in Washington, DC.  Representative Henry Cuellar (D-

TX) is on Perspectiva Nacional  to speak further on this topic.  

GOVERNMENT UniMás News Briefs 11/19/15 10:39 PM :30

The naturalization test consists of one hundred civics questions.  During the naturalization interview, applicants are 

asked, in English, up to ten questions from that list.  Six out of the ten questions must be answered correctly to pass 

the civics test in English.  Certain applicants, because of age and length of time being a permanent resident, are 

exempt from the English requirements for naturalization and may take the civics test in the language of their choice. 

Now the study guides will be available in Spanish free of charge. 

GOVERNMENT UniMás News Briefs 11/21/15 4:14 PM :30

Americans may be subject to either having their passport applications denied or their passports revoked if they owe 

more than $50,000 of unpaid federal taxes to the IRS.  House and Senate negotiators are considering a long-term 

highway bill that would fund road and mass-transit projects, and the passport revocation provision is one revenue-

raising measure that's been approved by both chambers.  If the bill is enacted the measure would add an extra penalty 

for not paying taxes.  The passport provision would go into effect on January 1, 2016.

House Denver/US AIR FORCE PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 383 :30 Information about the US Air Force Reserves program and how to apply.
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EDUCATION UniMás News Briefs 10/12/15 11:30 PM :30

Last year, a group of funders launched TheDream.US, a $32 million project that helps children who were brought to 

the U.S. undocumented pursue college and community college degrees.  Over the next decade, they hope to help 

2,000 students graduate with degrees tailored to today's job market.  Today, when undocumented students apply for 

college, they often confront seemingly insurmountable barriers.  Over the next five months, undocumented students 

can apply for college scholarships worth up to $25,000 in the next round of TheDream.US scholarship awards.

EDUCATION Perspectiva Nacional 11/15/15 6:00 AM 8:01

The Secretary of Education of the Obama Administration, John King, explained how President Obama's plan to 

eliminate unnecessary tests at schools is being developed, so that teachers and students can focus on teaching and 

learning respectively.

Colorado Broadcasters 

Assoc/Colorado Broadcasters 

Assoc

PSA Oct/Nov 195 :30
The Daniels Scholarship Program is a four-year annually-renewable college scholarship for graduating high school 

seniors who demonstrate exceptional character, leadership, and a commitment to serving their communities.

LATIN AMERICAN ISSUES Perspectiva Nacional 11/08/15 6:00 AM 6:00
Jose Calzada, Secretary of Agriculture of Mexico came to Perspectiva Nacional  to speak about and explain the results 

of his meetings with officials of the U.S. government.

LATIN AMERICAN ISSUES Perspectiva Nacional 11/15/15 6:00 AM 9:00

The president of the Inter-American Development Bank, Luis Alberto Moreno, spoke  regarding the conditions set forth 

to allow Cuba to join the IDB that would also allow Cuba to benefit from their investment programs.  He also 

commented on the IDB 's plans to support economic progress in Central America, and his views on the peace process 

in Colombia.

LATIN AMERICAN ISSUES Perspectiva Nacional 11/15/15 6:00 AM 6:00

We discuss the issue of the thousands of missing persons due to the armed conflict in Colombia.  A representative 

from the Orlando Fals Borda Corporation explained how the experience of searching for missing people in El Salvador, 

could provide clues and help in the finding of the Colombian families' loved ones.

LATIN AMERICAN ISSUES Perspectiva Nacional 12/13/15 6:00 AM 8:00

The elections to the National Assembly appear to be the most tense in modern history for Venezuela since the late 

Hugo Chavez was in control of the country. Cynthia Arnson, Director of the Latin America Program-Wilson Center, and 

former ambassador of Venezuela in Washington, Pedro Luis Echeverria give us their analysis on this very important 

issue.  

LATIN AMERICAN ISSUES Perspectiva Nacional 12/20/15 6:00 AM 6:00

We discuss with Peter Schechter, Director, Adrienne Arsht Latin America Center-Atlantic Council, the future of 

Venezuela, after the historic victory of the opposition in the elections to the National Assembly that took place on 

December 6, 2015.

WAR ON TERROR UniMás News Briefs 11/14/15 3:41 AM :30

New York, Boston and other cities throughout the U.S. have heightened security for precautionary reasons after the 

deadly gun and bomb attacks on civilians in Paris.  U.S Department of Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson said 

that they know of no specific or credible threats of an attack to the U.S. such as the type that occurred in Paris.  

Basketball and football sporting venues increased security as well at their sporting events.
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WAR ON TERROR UniMás News Briefs 11/16/15 5:21 PM :30

After terror attacks in Paris that killed more than one hundred people and left many injured, a new unverified video 

attributed to the Islamic State singles out the District as a target.  The video was found on an online message board 

often used by ISIS.  A man depicted in the video and identified as Al Ghareeb the Algerian, states that more Paris-style 

attacks are coming to the U.S. and Europe, as an international coalition of countries launches air strikes on ISIS-

controlled land in Syria.

WAR ON TERROR UniMás News Briefs 11/23/15 5:20 PM :30

The State Department alerts U.S. citizens to possible risks of travel due to increased terrorist threats.  Current 

information suggests that terrorist groups continue to plan terrorist attacks in multiple regions.  These attacks may 

employ a wide variety of tactics targeting both official and private interests.  U.S. citizens should monitor media and 

local information sources and factor updated information into personal travel plans and activities.  Persons with specific 

safety concerns should contact local law enforcement authorities who are responsible for the safety and security of all 

visitors to their host country.

WAR ON TERROR Perspectiva Nacional 11/29/15 6:00 AM 9:00

After the terrorist attacks of recent weeks in Paris and Turkey, the Islamic State, known as ISIS announced that the 

United States will be their next target.  We spoke with Emilio Viano, terrorism expert from the American University, 

regarding what the likelihood is that the US/Mexico border would be used for these purposes.

WAR ON TERROR Perspectiva Nacional 12/13/15 6:00 AM 6:00 Emilio Viano, a terrorism expert, is on Perspectiva Nacional  to talk about the controversy over control of firearms.

WAR ON TERROR Perspectiva Nacional 12/20/15 6:00 AM 9:00

A recent survey shows Americans being more fearful of terrorist attacks than of gun violence.  We talk about a recent 

announcement made by the Secretary of Homeland Security on possible changes being considered for the warning 

alert systems.  We also discuss a bill adopted by the House of Representatives to reform the visa waiver program that 

would ban certain European nationals from entering the US without a visa if they had visited Iran, Iraq, Syria or Sudan 

after March 2011. Some US politicians want the legislation introduced to tighten security in the US.

POLITICS Perspectiva Nacional 10/18/15 6:00 AM 6:00
Discussed with Republican analyst Adryana Boyne the process to elect a successor to John Boehner, and also the 

political situation for candidate Jeb Bush.

POLITICS Perspectiva Nacional 11/22/15 6:00 AM 8:00

We reviewed the Republican campaign and how it has evolved after the debate organized by the Fox Business 

Network and the Wall Street Journal.  To discuss this topic further, on the show was Republican analyst Rocio Velez 

and Democratic analyst Federico de Jesus.  

HEALTHCARE Perspectiva Nacional 10/25/15 6:00 AM 5:59
November 1 starts the healthcare market season known as Obamacare.  Spokeswoman for America Get Covered, 

Annette Raveneau, explains the process for registering and warns of penalty cost for those who choose not to enroll.

HEALTHCARE UniMás News Briefs 11/1/15 11:26 PM :30

Healthcare.gov, a federal and state health insurance exchange, currently serves 38 states, will have an out-of-pocket 

cost calculator to help consumers compare plans based on deductibles and cost sharing.  For consumers that don't 

have health insurance in 2016 or do not have a hardship exemption will owe $695.00 on their taxes.   

HEALTHCARE Perspectiva Nacional 12/06/15 6:00 AM 5:59
Francis Bonnet, Director of the Office of Medical al Tourism Puerto Rico explains the benefits of the island for those 

seeking surgical procedures at lower prices than in the United States.
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HEALTHCARE UniMás News Briefs 12/14/15 5:26 AM :30

President Obama's administration warns that the deadline to buy your own health insurance for 2016 will not be 

extended this year, as it has in the past.  You will pay a huge tax penalty in 2017 if you go without health insurance in 

2016.  The average tax penalty is expected to reach almost $1,000 next year.  The penalty could be even higher 

depending on your income and family size.

HISPANIC ISSUES Perspectiva Nacional 11/01/15 6:00 AM 6:00

The low participation of Hispanics in the areas of science, technology and mathematics has an effect in the progress of 

the Latino community.  A member of the board of SACNAS Foundation, Mary Garcia-Cazarin, explains the strategy of 

this organization to change that trend.

HISPANIC ISSUES Perspectiva Nacional 11/29/15 6:00 AM 5:59

Director of the Center of Workers of AFL-CIO explained that on the first anniversary of DAPA, a group of people made 

a pilgrimage in Texas that ended in front of the governor's mansion.  We talked about the message that the community 

brought to the governor.

HISPANIC ISSUES Perspectiva Nacional 12/06/15 6:00 AM 9:00

The anti-immigrant proposals heard from some presidential candidates could be creating a climate of uncertainty 

affecting investment plans of Hispanic business owners.  President of Latino Coalition was on the show to give us his 

opinion on this issue.

GUN VIOLENCE UniMás News Briefs 12/14/15 10:33 PM :30

The number of deaths among children under the age of twelve is alarmingly high.  The Sandy Hook massacre gave a 

renewed sense of urgency to gun safety groups, and prompted a call for stricter gun control.  With a few exceptions, 

the trend at the state level has been toward loosing gun restrictions, instead of tightening them.  Data gathers by the 

Center for Disease Control and the Gun Violence Archive show that since January 1, 2013, at least 374 children under 

the age of 12 have been killed in homicides involving guns.

GUN VIOLENCE UniMás News Briefs 12/31/15 5:33 PM :30

The White House in an effort to progress on the effort to make progress on curbing gun violence, with long-awaited 

executive actions on gun control and expected to be released shortly after his return to Washington.  According to gun 

industry insiders and others familiar with the proposals, the changes include requiring an expanded number of small-

scale gun sellers to be licensed and therefore conduct background checks whenever selling a weapon.  The 

administration is also expected to impose tighter rules for reporting guns that get lost or stolen on their way to a buyer.  

COMMUNITY

Colorado Broadcasters 

Assoc/Energy Outreach
PSA Oct/Nov 81 :30

Energy Outreach Colorado was established in 1989 as the only non-profit, 501(c)3 in the state that raises funds to help 

thousands of low-income Coloradans afford home energy and remain warm and safe in their homes. With the help of 

partner assistance organizations and subcontractors across the state, we provide heating bill assistance, emergency 

home furnace repair and grants to improve the energy efficiency of non-profit and affordable housing facilities.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-

NATURE
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 247 1:00

New PSAS seek to get kids and families out to enjoy the wonders of our nation’s forests,” said U.S. Forest Service 

Chief Tom Tidwell. “With busy family schedules and technology capturing more of children's time these days, activities 

such as hiking, camping and fishing are not as common. The physical, mental and spiritual benefits our great outdoors 

provide are more important now than ever.”
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QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAM LIST

The following is a list of some of the significant issues responded to by Station KTFD-DT, Denver, Colorado along with  the

most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of October 1, 2015 through December 31, 2015. The listing is

by no means exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE PROGRAM SEGMENT DATE TIME DURATION NARRATION OF TYPE/ DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM SEGMENT 

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-

HUNGER PREVENT
PSA Dec 7 :30

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) recently announced that nearly 16 million children, or one in five 

children in America, face hunger. The new Child Hunger PSAs highlight how food banks work collaboratively with their 

communities to bring surplus food to children and families in need, including working with farmers, grocery workers, 

food bank employees and volunteers

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-

RECYCLING
PSA Dec 13 1:00

Since 2010, 63 percent of the population has had access to curbside recycling; yet recycling rates are still surprisingly 

low. In fact, only 34.5 percent of the 251 million tons of trash Americans generated that year was recycled or 

composted. And in an Ad Council survey, 62 percent of Americans admitted they were not avid recyclers. To improve 

these rates, the Ad Council teamed up with Keep America Beautiful and San Francisco-based ad agency Pereira & 

O’Dell to launch the I Want To Be Recycled campaign. This playful–and powerful–campaign personifies everyday 

recyclable objects, allowing plastic bottles, steel cans and more to share their dreams of a different life.

SAFETY

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-

FOOD SAFETY
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 141 :30

To help families-especially parents-learn the practical steps they can take at home to help reduce their risk of getting 

sick, the Ad Council and the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food Safety and Inspection Service, in partnership with 

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the CDC introduced the Food Safe Families campaign. 

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-

SEAT BELT
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 184 :30

The new Seat Belt Safety campaign pulls from the insight that as a parent, sometimes you have to let your kids have 

their way. But your kid’s safety should never be up for negotiation, no matter how much they push back on the seat 

belts being uncomfortable, unnecessary for just a "short drive” or any other excuses. The campaign utilizes the 

concept that “life as a parent is full of compromises, but seat belt safety for my children is not up for negotiation.” - See 

more at: http://www.adcouncil.org/Our-Campaigns/Safety/Seat-Belt-Safety#sthash.qn26kvhF.dpuf

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-

EMERGENY PREP
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 242 1:00

From hurricanes and floods to wildfires and earthquakes, Americans have experienced natural and man-made 

disasters, yet only 20% claim to be very prepared for the next. PSA's to help everyone ensure they have and effective 

household emergency plan for preparedness.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-

PROJECT ROADBLOCK
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 138 1:00

To raise awareness around the dangers of impaired driving this holiday season, The Ad Council, the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the Television Bureau of Advertising (TVB) teamed up for the tenth year of 

"Project Roadblock." Between December 26th and January 1st, broadcast TV stations across the United States will air 

our Buzzed Driving PSAs. The PSAs underscore the financial consequences of impaired driving - up to $10,000 in 

fines, legal fees and increased insurance rates - and also emphasize for all viewers that buzzed driving is drunk 

driving.

House Denver/AD COUNCIL-

TEXTING & DRIVING
PSA Oct/Nov/Dec 71 :30

One million people chat and text while driving each day. People feel pressure to remain in constant contact, even when 

behind the wheel. What drivers do not realize are the dangers posed when they take their eyes off the road and their 

hands off the wheel, and focus on activities other than driving. 
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